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Questions Points 

 Vocabulary 4 

A Fill in the blanks with the words given . ( There is one word extra ) 

 

destroying / injured / moons / destroyed / collects / wonders / consider / alive / pain  

 

1. Elephants are the largest land animals ……………   . 

2. Some of the companies are ………………. the environment .  

3. I feel a sharp ………. in my neck . Do you think I should see the doctor ?  

4. My young brother …………. his feet playing football at school . 

5. Before buying a computer we should …………... the price .  

6. Some plants like Jupiter have more than sixty ……………   . 

7. We know that the human body is one of the …………….. of the creation .  

8. The fire ………………. some houses in the village . 
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B Match the words from column A with the definitions in column B . 

 

.               A                .                           .                     B                     . 
9. recycle                                          a. not dead   

10. alive                                            b. in place of someone or something  

11. carry                                            c. to convert waste into reusable material 

12. instead                                         d. move someone or something from one place to another 
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C Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own . 

 

13. A building where many interesting objects are kept so that people can go and see  

      them is a ………………..   .  

14. I have two sisters . …………. of them live in London . 
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D Choose the correct answer . 

 

15. The fact that he’s eating more is a/an ………….. that he’s feeling better . 

  a. orbit                            b. ring                             c. sign                            d. wonder 

16. The book about Hafez have been famous , both at home and …………..   . 

  a. gift                              b. abroad                        c. forest                          d. plain 
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Questions Points 

 
Grammar 4 

E Choose the correct answer . 

17. “ Did you call Mom ?”   “ No, I forgot . I ……………. her now .” 

  a. am going to call           b. called                         c. will call                     d. call 

 

18. Money is important , but it isn’t ……………. important thing in life .  

  a. many                            b. more than                  c. the most                     d. much 

 

19. It’s Sara’s birthday next week , so we …………………… her a gift .  

  a. will buy                        b. are buying                 c. buy                            d. are going to buy  

 

20. My new classmate bought a …………… shirt last week . 

  a. blue nice French                                                        c. nice blue French 

  c. French nice blue                                                        d. French blue nice 
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F Put the words in the correct order . 

 

21. the letter / his son / him / send / when / will / ?  

 

22.  going to / why / bed / go / he / is / to / early / ? 
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G Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the given words . 

 

23. I ………… to Shiraz next year . ( travel ) 

 

24. Mary and Fatima are ……………  Leila . ( old ) 

 

25. Are you ……………. person in your family ? ( tall )  

 

26. Are you sure this way is ………….. than your own way ? ( good ) 
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 Pronunciation 0.5 

H Which one is different in intonation pattern?  

 

27.    a. Where are you putting your bag ?          

         b. When do you want to finish your homework ? 

         c. Is it an amazing story ?           

         d. I heard that Mr. Rohani is going to meet Emmanuel Macron .  
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Questions Points 

 Comprehension 3.5 

I Cloze test . Choose the best answer . 

 

      One of the things we can do to help wildlife is to preserve their habitat when we build a 

house. In the past single family were cleared …..28….. before the house was built. Now most 

owners recognize the value of trees in …..29….. energy by providing shade and blocking wind, 

providing beauty and adding to the value of the property. But …..30….. still don’t realize the 

importance of the other vertical layer to both wild life and the environment. The smaller trees, 

shrubs and soft-bodies plants that …..31….. provide the majority of habitat for our wildlife.        

 

28.  a) naturally                   b) completely               c) specially                     d) recently  

29.  a) saving                       b) hoping                     c) dying                          d) moving 

30.  a) none of them            b) none of us                c) any of them                d) many of us 

31.  a) below the larger trees in our forests live  

       b) live below the larger trees in our forests 

       c) below the larger trees live in our forests  

       d) in our forests live below the larger trees  
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J Read the passage and answer the questions . 

 

      Researchers say only two female Asiatic cheetahs are alive in the wild in Iran, which hosts 

this beautiful animal.  

      Asiatic cheetahs, also known as Iranian cheetahs, are the fastest animals on earth and 

classified as endangered animal with fewer than 40 believed to be alive in Iran.  

      As part of efforts to increase the animal’s profile, in the past ten years cheetahs’ pictures 

have been displayed on the national football team’s T- shirt.  

      In the past 15 years, 48 cheetahs are believed to have died, seven from natural causes, 21 at 

the hands of farmers, 15 in car accidents and 5 by hunters.  

      Of the two female cheetahs believed to be still alive, one is in Tooran national park and the 

other one in the nearby Miandasht plain.  

 

32.There are only two Iranian cheetahs alive. ( True / False ) 

33. Iranian cheetahs live only in Tooran park. ( True / False )  

34. How many cheetahs did the Iranian farmers kill in the past 15 years? 

35. Why cheetahs’ photos have been on the Iranian national football team?   

 

 

Good Luck 
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